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For a certain class of discrete approximation operators B~ defined on an interval
I and including, e.g., the Bernstein polynomials, we prove that for all f E C(I), the
ordinary moduli of continuity of B~ and f satisfy

m(Bt; h) ~ cm(f; h), n= 1, 2, ..., O<h< 00,

with a universal constant c > O. A similar result is shown to hold for a different
modulus of continuity which is suitable for functions of polynomial growth on
unbounded intervals. Some special operators are discussed in this connection.
© 1988 Academic Press, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

When investigating the approximation quality of certain smooth
approximations of a Wiener process, it is important to control (uniformly)
the modulus of continuity of the smooth process [15, 16]. So far kernel
approximation operators with L 1-kernels were studied, where the kernels
have bounded support, say [ -1, 1], and integrate to one. For a function
f E C(IR), a kernel approximation operator is defined by

1f (X - t)K£(x)=b K -b- f(t)dt, b>O and XE [0,1].

Using the substitution rule, the modulus of continuity of K£ may be
estimated as follows. If w(f; . ), w(K£; . ), respectively, denote the moduli of
continuity [12, p. 51] of f on [ -1, 2] and of K£ on [0, 1], then

w(K£; h) ~ cw(f; h), for all h ?- 0 and all bE (0, 1], (1)

c > 0 being a constant (e.g., c = IIKII d. For discrete approximation
operators an inequality like (1) is not so immediate. Actually, in [4,
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Sect. 3.2] Bloom and Elliot say that even for Bernstein polynomials the
optimal (uniform) estimate (like (1» of their modulus of continuity is not
known (e.g., whenfELip(,u; C[O, 1]), see fonnula (3.5) of [4]).

It is the aim of this paper to derive an inequality like (1) for a certain
class of discrete (and essentially positive) approximation operators, which
include, e.g., the Bernstein polynomials, the Szasz-Mirakjan operators
[13, 17], or the Baskakov operators [2]. To be more precise, we consider
on a given interval I for functions f E C(I) the approximating functions

for x E I, n E N, with

(2)

If the "weights" Pin(x) satisfy the assumptions (the most important case of
our main result below)

then we shall prove that

w(B{; h):( cw(f; h), for all h ~ 0 and all n EN with c = 4. (1 ')

(If nothing specific is said, the modulus of continuity refers to the interval
I, i.e., where f and B{ are defined.) Observe also, that up to the constant c
the inequality (1') cannot be improved if B{ -+ f as n -+ (jJ, and in that case
we must have c~ 1. Approximation operators satisfying (3) occur, e.g., if
the {Pin(x)} are the n-fold convolutions of a lattice distribution {Pil (x)}
which satisfy (3) (for n = 1) as discussed in [7,9, 18, 19]. A rather com
plete bibliography concerning approximation operators of Bernstein type
was provided by Gonska and Meier [10].

In order to obtain an inequality of type (I') one could try to estimate
Bt, (x). But even in the case of Bernstein polynomials, i.e.,

,u2n(x)=x(l-x)jn, (4)

neither the standard inequality [11, Sect. I.4J IBt, (x)1 :(nw(f; lin) nor
the inequality IB{,(x)I:(((l/h)+,u2n(x)-l/2)w(f;h) for h>O, XE(O,n
(which can be derived from [3, p. 695J), nor a related result by Dit
zian [5] leads to an inequality of type (1'). But, if the inequality on B{,
of [3, p. 695] together with the inequality
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II: 1t2n(t)-1/2 dt ! ::::;2Iy-xl (min{1t2n(x)-1/2, 1t2n(y)-1/2}) (5)

giving: IBt(x)-Bt(Y)1

::::; IY - xl . w(f;h) G+ 2· (min {1t2n(X) -1/2, 1t2n(Y) -1/2}));

is combined appropriately with the approximation quality of the Bernstein
polynomials, namely with

(compare the proof of Popoviciu's Theorem 1.6.1 in [11] or [14]) for
0:>0, XE(O, 1), then one gets (I') with a constant c<4 (e.g., c=669/169
with 0: = 13/9). Observe that this derivation requires (5) essentially, which
does not hold for the Baskakov operators, e.g. Our proof below uses
neither the approximation quality nor any estimate of 1t2n(X) like (5).

Besides our main result (Theorem 1) we derive similar estimates for a
modified modulus of continuity in case that the interval I is infinite
(Theorem 2). Moreover, a detailed discussion of special operators can be
found in Section 3.

2. RESULTS

THEOREM 1. Let there be given an operator of type (2), such that the
weights Pjn(x) satisfy

L Pjn(x)=sn,
jEJn

L IPjn(x)l::::; c1,
jEJn

11t2nl (x):= L (~jn-x)2IPjn(x)1 < 00,
jEJn

and Pjn Eel (I) with L I(~jn - x) Pfn(x)1 ::::; c2,for all
jEJn

xEI, nE N. (3')

Then, for any f E C(I), we have

w(Bt; h) ::::; cw(f; h ),for all h ~ 0, and all n EN with

c = 2(c 1 + c2 ), (I")
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where w(B[; . ) resp. w(f; . ) denote the moduli of continuity ofB~ resp. f on I.

Remark 1. (i) Observe that the last inequality of (3') follows from

for jEJn , if 1.u2nl (x»O, (6)

and this holds with C2 = 1 under the assumptions (3).

(ii) The constant c (which is = 4 in the most important case (3), when
c1 = C2 = 1) can certainly be improved for special operators (e.g., for the
Bernstein operators as discussed in the introduction). But it is not clear
what the best possible constant is. Actually, if (3) holds and if, e.g.,
I~[O,a], OEJn , POn(O) = 1 with POn(h)~O, and L~}n;;;'hPjn(h)~1/2 as
n ~ 00 for 0 < h < a (which may be derived, e.g., from the central limit
theorem), then the constant c must be ~ 3/2. Since, consider functions
g= g(x; e) given by g(O) = 1, g== 0 on [e, h - e], g(x) == -1 for x ~ h, and g
linear and continuous on [0, e] resp. [h - e, h], and let h(e) = h - e. Then

lim sup w(B~;h)/w(f;h)~ lim lim (B~(O)-B~(h(e)))=3/2,
n~oc JEq!) n~oo c~o+

for all 0 < h < III-

Proof By (3') our assertion follows immediately from the foHowing
inequality. which we shall derive, i.e.,

for all n E N, h > 0, and all x, y E I with Ix - yl :;::;: h.

Now, let x,yEI be given, nEN, h>O with O<y-x:;::;:h, and put
X o= (x + y)/2. For the proof of (7) we use a well known property of the
modulus of continuity [11, p. 20], i.e.,

IJ(t)- f(-r)I:;::;: (1 + [It~-rll) w(f: h),

and the inequality

for h > 0, t, -r E I, (8)

I~ - xol/l~ - tl :;::;: 2, fortE[x,y]wheneverl~-xol~h~y-x. (9)
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Then, since LjEJnPjn(x) is constant by (3'), we obtain

IBt(X)-Bt(Y)I=! L: (f(~jn)-f(Xo))(Pjn(Y)-Pjn(X))! (by (8))
jEJn

~w(f;h)j~n {l+[I~jn~XoIJ} II: Pin(t)dtl

~ w(f; h) t~n IPjn(x) - Pjn(Y)1

+~r L: 1(~jn-Xo)Pin(t)ldt}
x I~jn - xol ~ h

and this is ~ the rigbt-hand side of (7) by (9). I

Remark 2. Instead of estimating the summands of the right-hand side
of (7) uniformly by 2c 1 resp. 2c2 , one can obtain the following nonuniform
bounds using essentially the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, provided that (3')
and (6) hold (compare [11] and (5)):

for x, Y E I, n EN, and

for x, Y E I, h > 0, n EN, and IX ~ 2, where

whenever it exists. Observe that the first inequality is "useful" only if
IY - xl is small compared to n -1/2 (since l,ulnl (t)/I,u2nl (t) ~
(IJl2nl (t)/IJl4nl (t))l/2 by Holder's inequality, and this tends to 00 in the most
"relevant" examples); while the second inequality may be used if n is large
compared to l/h (since l,uo<nl (t)/1,u2nl (t) tends to zero as n --+ 00 for IX> 2 in
"most" examples).

Of course, Theorem 1 is "useful" only if w(f; h) < 00, which is satisfied
for a compact interval I. But in case that the interval is infinite the
assumption If(x) - f(y)1 ~ w(f; Ix - yl) < 00 for x, Y E I implies that the
growth of If(x)1 at infinity is limited by c ·Ixl. To overcome this restriction
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we choose a different modulus of continuity, which allows us to deal with
functions of polynomial growth. Our modulus of continuity is essentially
the same as the one which can be found in Achieser [1, p. 201]. In the
following we use the assumption f E C,,(I), which means

sup If(t)I/(1 + Itl)" < 00,
IE I

f E C(I), where G" ~ O. (10)

(1'" )

For those functions we consider the modulus of continuity Q", defined by

Q,,(j; h)=sup{lf(t)- f(1")I/(1 + It I+ 11"1)": t, rEI, It-rl ~h}. (11)

We need a result analogous to (8), which reads for Q" as follows:

If(t) - f(1")1 ~ ( 1+ [It ~ 1"1 J) (1 + 21 tl + 211"1)" QoU; h),

for t, 1" E I, h > O. (12)

In order to verify this define m:=1+[lt-ri/h]EN for t~r and let
tv=t+vh, v=O, ...,m-l, tm =1". Then, we obtain

since It m - tm _ 11 ~ h and since Q Af; h) is increasing in h.

THEOREM 2. Let there be given an operator of type (2) and a constant
() ~ 0, such that the weights Pjn(x) satisfy (3') and

for all x E1, n EN with some constant c3 = c3«(J) > O. (13)

Then, for any f E C,,(I), we have

Q,,(B~-; h) ~ cQ"U; h), for all h~°and all n EN

C (201"+1
with c = c(a) = 2(c 1+cz) 5"+; 3") .

Proof We follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 1. So, let x, y E 1be
given, nEN, h>O, with O<y-x~h, and put xo=(x+ y)j2. We consider
J = IB~(x) - B~(y)I/(1 + Ixl + Iyl)". Using (3') and (12) we get
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A I" (f(): ) f( )) Pjn(Y) - Pjn(X) I
= j';;n "'jn - Xo (1 + Ixi + Iyl),,"

~QAf;h)jEn {1 +[I~jn~XoIJ}C ~~~;i:~;~o'r II: Pin(t)dtl

= Q ,,(f; h) { L ... + L ...}
I~jnl"'; 2(1 + Ixl + IylJ I~jnl > 2(1 + Ixl + Iyl)

= Q Af; h ){ I + II}.

For I observe that 1 +21~jnl +2lxol ~5+4Ixl +41yl +2lxol ~5(1 +
Ixi + I yl) (since IXol ~ (ixi + 1 yl)/2), hence

I~5"jEn {1+[I~jn~XoIJ}II: Pin(t)dtl~5"'2(CI+C2)

by the proof of Theorem 1. The second term II can be treated as follows.
For l~jnl>2(1+lxl+IYI) we have (with h':=y-x~h) l~jn-xOI~

l~jnl-lxOI > 2(1 + Ixl + Iyl) -ixol ~ max{2 + 3lxol, 3h'/2}; hence, I~jnl >
2+4Ixol, l~jn-xOI >max{2, h'}, i<W~jnl-4Ixol), which implies 1 +
21~jnl + 21xol < 21~jnl + 21 x ol + i < lj(l~jnl-lxol) ~ lj I~jn - xol and 1 +
Ixl + Iyl ~ 1 + Itl for x ~ t ~ y. Altogether we obtain

(observe I~jn-xol ~3h'/2)

5(10)" y I ' ( )1~- _ L I~ - 1,,+1 Pjn t dt
"'3h' 3 l~jn-xol>max{2,h') In X

o L(1+ltl)"

10 (20)" y I ' ( )1~- - f L I~ - tI" + 1 Pjn t dt
'" 3h' 3 X I~Jn-xol >max{2.h') In (1 + It I)"

using (3') and (9) with h' instead of h. Since I~jn - xol > max{2, h'} implies
that l~jn-tl>1 for x~t~y, we get II~(C3/2)(~)""+1 by (13), which
proves Theorem 2. I

Remark 3. (i) Observe that (13) follows, e.g., from (6) and from

L l~jn-xl"+2IPjn(x)1 ~C3 (1 + Ixl)"lfl2nl(x),
I~Jn-xl > 1 C2

which holds in our examples (i)-(iii) below.

(13')
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(ii) Finally, we remark shortly how to handle approximation
operators which do not have a constant sum of weights, as there are, e.g.,
the Favard operators (see next section). The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2
show immediately that under the same assumptions (except the constancy
of the sum of weights) the following estimates (with the same constant c)
hold:

w(B{; h) ~ cw(f; h) + cfw*(h); resp.

Q,,(B{; h) ~ cQAI; h) + ctw*(h),

(1 *)

(1 **)

where cf = sup{ I/(x)l: x E I}, ct = sup{ I/(x)j(1 + Ixl)": x E I}, and where
w*(h) denotes the "uniform" modulus of continuity of the sum of the
weights, i.e.,

w*(h) = sup{ ISn(x) - sn(y)l: x, Y E I, Ix - yl ~ h, n EN}.

3. DISCUSSION OF SPECIAL OPERATORS

Many positive approximation operators are based on probability dis
tributions. Here we prove an auxiliary result (to derive assumption (13) of
Theorem 2) for operators where the weights Pjn(x) are the n-fold con
volution of a discrete distribution on I. To be more precise, we assume that

{Pjn(x)} = {Pjl (x)} *n, ~jn = jjn, where {Pjl (x), X E I} is a lattice
distribution concentrated on some set J c Z n I with
L (j - X)2Npjl (x) < 00 for all x E I, where the sum converges
uniformly on compact subsets of I for some N EN; and
Pjl E C1(I), 1121 (x) P/l (x) = Pjl (x )(j- x), 1l2i(x) = L (j-X)2pjl (x)
>0 for xEi. (14)

From these assumptions the following properties of the Pjn(x) follow by
[7].

Ilkn(X) = L: (~jn - X)k pjAx) exists for all x E I, k = 0, ..., 2N, and
the sum converges uniformly and absolutely on compact subsets
of I; Pjn(x):;:' 0, J1on(x) == 1, Illn(X) == 0, 1l2n(X) = JL2I(x)jn;
Pjn E C1(I) with 1l2n(X)PJn(x) = (~jn-x) Pjn(x); Ilkn(X) =
Lf~~] Gv(x) nV-k, Gv E 1R[1l2I(X), ..., Ilkl(X)], V = 1, ... , [kj2],
k=2, ..., N. (15)

640/54/3-7
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A direct consequence of these results is

flknEC1(I) with flk+l,n(X)=(flkn(X)+kflk-l,n(X))fl21(x)/n for
k = 1, "', 2N - 1; and flkn(X) is a polynomial of degree ~ [k/2]
resp. k whenever fl21(X) is a polynomial of degree = 1 resp. = 2. (16)

LEMMA. If (14) holds, then (3) (and hence (3') with C1 =c2=1) holds.
Moreover, if in addition fl21(X) is a polynomial of degree 1 or 2, therz (13)
holds for all °~ (J ~ 2N - 2.

Proof Assume (J E [0, 2m], mE {O, 1, ..., N -1}, and let K>°be suf
ficiently large. Then, by (15) and Holder's inequality,

,<_1_ (II (x))(2+")/(2m+2)
--:: () t"'2m+2,n'fl2n X

and this is ~c3(1+lxl)" for Ix[;):K if fl21(X) has degree 2, and
~c3(1 + [x-I)"/2~C3(1 + Ixl)" for Ixi ;):Kif fl21(X) has degree 1 by (16) and
(15). Moreover, we have

L 1~}n-xl"+l IPln(X) [ ~fl2m+2,n(X)/fl2n(X)~C3
I~Jn-xl '" 1

on the compact interval [ -K, K] by (15) and (16). I
Remark 4. Observe that the constant C3 = c3((J) occurring in (13) may

be estimated explicitly in our examples (i}-(iv) below, but we omit this
rather tedious calculation.

EXAMPLES. (i) Bernstein polynomials [11], defined by (4). Now, (14)
holds with! = [0, 1] and so Theorem 1 applies with c = 4.

(ii) Szasz-Mirakjan operators [13, 17], defined by ~}n = j/n,
p}n(x)=e-nX(nx)}/jl, XE!= [0, OO),jEJn= No with fl2n(X)=x/n ({P}l(X)}
is the Poisson distribution with parameter A= x). Again (14) holds and
Theorem 1 applies with c = 4. Moreover, by the Lemma, Theorem 2 applies
for all (J;): °with c = 4·5" + 1C3((J )(20/3)" + 1 and with C3( (J) according to
(13) (compare Remark 4).

(iii) Baskakov operators [2], defined by

(
n + j-1) . .

~}n=j/n, P}n(X) = j x J (1 +x)-n-J
,

XE/=[O, oo),jEJo=N o
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with 1l2n(X) = x(1 + x)ln ({ Pjl (X)) is the geometric distribution with
parameter q = x/( 1+ x)). As in example (ii) Theorem 1 applies with c = 4
and Theorem 2 applies for all (J ~ 0 with the corresponding c. By a change
of variable x ---+ Y/( 1+ y) in the Baskakov operator we obtain the so-called
Meyer-Konig-Zeller operator with ~jn = j/U + n) [18,20].

(iv) Generalized Favard operators [8], defined by

~Jn = l/n,
1 ((j-nx)2\

Pjn(x) = r:>= exp - 2 2 2 }
n(Jny 2n n (In /

with (Jn> 0, X E 1= R, j E Jn= Z. ((J~ = ),/2n, ), > ° corresponds to the
"classical" Favard operators [6].) Now, L Pjn(x) is not constant so that
Theorems 1 and 2 can be applied only in connection with Remark 3. By [8"
formula (1.3)] we have

CD

L: Pjn(x) = 1+ rn(x) with
j= - x

00

r n(x) = 2 L: cos(2nvnx) exp( - 2n2v2n2(J~).

v = 1

Moreover, we have

P/n(x) = (~jn - x) PJn(x)/(J~,

!Lk+ l.n(x) = (J~(Il~n(X) + kllk-l.n(X), k= 1, 2, ...

(compare (15) and (16») and this yields

IlOn(x) = 1+rn(x), Illn(X)=(J~r~C\"), 1l2n(X)=(J~(1+ rn(x) +
(J~«x), and 1l2k,Ax) :(; dk(J~k( 1+ Le ~ 0 (J~v ir~2v)(x)I), k = 1, 2, ...,
with certain positive constants dk . (17)

Finally, we obtain from the representation of rn(x) that

where

_ 2 22 m !
bn - exp( -2n n (In) < (2 ? 2 ?)m' for m = 1, 2, ...

n-n (J~

with certain positive constants dk (e.g., do = dl = 1, d2 = 2). (18)
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Now, assume that the following assumption holds (compare [8J):

for n ~ 2, (19)

This implies bn ~ lin, b l ~ 1/2, thus by (17) and (18)

'\' bn
L."Pjn(x)~1+lrn(x)I~1+21_b ~3,

n

I I(~jn - x) P5n(x) I= 1i2n(x)/(J~ ~ 3 + (J~ • 2(2nn)2 (1 :bb
n

)3 ~ 67,

and

Hence, under assumption (19), the assertion (1 *) of Remark 3 holds with
c = 140 and w*(h) = 16n· h.

To derive (13) we assume additionally that

(J~ ~ {3,

Then (J~k - 2 ~ 13k - I and

for all n E N and some {3 > O. (20)

by (18). Hence 1i2k,n(X) ~ d:(J~ with certain positive constants dt by (17)
and this yields (13) for all (J > O.

Thus, under assumptions (19) and (20), the assertion (1 **) of Remark 3
holds with c = c( (J) according to Theorem 2 (c I + c2 = 70) for all 0" > O.
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